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3D Models for Cultural Heritage: 
from Survey to shared Knowledge
ANDREA D’ANDREA
Centro Interdipartimentale di Servizi di Archeologia
Università degli Studi di Napoli L’Orientale 
The curious (but paradigmatic) case of the Temple of Zeus 
Meilichios or Esculapio at Pompeii (VIII.7.25)
A. D’Andrea
A. D’Andrea - Napoli – 5th February 2018
An online model (for sale!)
A. D’Andrea
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
Currently the site is off. 
The project has been acquired
probably by another company
involved in Augmented Reality
The original temple
The graphical documentation and a filological reconstruction of the sacred building
A. D’Andrea
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
F. Mazois, Les Ruines De Pompéi, 1838. Paris
D. Russo, Il Tempio di Zeus Meilichio a Pompei, Napoli 1991
Our 3D reconstruction on sketchfab
A. D’Andrea
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
Metadata
Which is the model scientifically correct? 
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
We need good metadata! 
Digital Replica/Copy/Reproduction
Digital Reconstruction
A digital resource/asset/record: 
a terminological and conceptual clarification
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
The physical object The digital object
Principle 4: Documentation
Sufficient information should be documented and disseminated to allow computer-based visualisation methods and outcomes to be
understood and evaluated in relation to the contexts and purposes for which they are deployed.
Documentation of Process (Paradata)
4.6 Documentation of the evaluative, analytical, deductive, interpretative and creative decisions made in the course of computer-based
visualisation should be disseminated in such a way that the relationship between research sources, implicit knowledge, explicit reasoning,
and visualisation-based outcomes can be understood.
The London Charter (2008) (http://www.londoncharter.org) 
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
Key principles of good metadata for 3D assets
• Numerous 3D initiatives underlined the importance of ensuring both that computer-based
visualisation methods are applied with scholarly rigour, and that the outcomes of research that
include computer-based visualisation should accurately convey to users the status of the
knowledge that they represent, such as distinctions between evidence and hypothesis, and
between different levels of probability.
• the Charter aims to enhance the rigour with which computer-based visualisation methods and
outcomes are used and evaluated in heritage contexts, thereby promoting understanding and
recognition of such methods and outcomes. The Charter defines principles for the use of
computer-based visualisation methods in relation to intellectual integrity, reliability,
documentation, sustainability and access.
Sevilla Principles (2011) (http://www.sevilleprinciples.com/)
The Sevilla Principles aims at increasing the conditions of applicability of the London Charter in 
order to improve its implementation specifically in the field of archaeological heritage, including 
industrial archaeological heritage, simplifying and organising its bases sequentially, while at the 
same time offering new recommendations taking into account the specific nature of 
archaeological heritage in relation to cultural heritage.
Principle 7: Scientific transparency
All computer-based visualisation must be essentially transparent, i.e. testable by other
researchers or professionals, since the validity, and therefore the scope, of the conclusions
produced by such visualisation will depend largely on the ability of others to confirm or refute the
results obtained.
7.3 The incorporation of metadata and paradata is crucial to ensure scientific transparency
of any virtual archaeology project. Paradata and metadata should be clear, concise and easily
available. In addition, it should provide as much information as possible. The scientific community
should contribute with international standardization of metadata and paradata.
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Key principles of good metadata for 3D assets
Paradata provides information about 
the human processes of understanding 
and interpreting:
• The evidence used to interpret 
an object and to create a 
reconstruction
• The methodology used in a 
research project
Paradata enables
• Alternative interpretations or 
hypothesis to be presented and 
linked to the supporting factual 
evidence
In 3D digitisation of cultural heritage 
objects provenance covers the 
technical processes:
• Equipment chosen and the 
instrument settings
• Light sources
• Any obstacles to digitisation or 
sources of noise/reflections
• Software choices and settings
• Techniques chosen for meshing, 
textures, decimation, 
simplification, alignment etc.
Provenance Paradata 
Key principles of good metadata for 3D assets
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Technical Process Human Process
3D Models online (for sale)
https://www.turbosquid.com/3d-model/archaeology
A. D’Andrea
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
3D models online (for sale)
Metadati
Resolution
IPR
format
A. D’Andrea
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3D human being online
https://humanalloy.com/product/basics-free-3d-model/
A. D’Andrea
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
Scientific data cannot be used correctly without information about what they mean, how they were 
created and in which conditions. 
Relevant to 3D asset are:
• The instruments, methods and techniques used in both data capture and data processing (Provenance) 
• The motivations and rationales behind the 3D record (Paradata)
Metadata store information about the life cycle of a 3D object 
• Field: keeps track of instrument settings, the condition of the physical object being scanned and the 
objectives of the project
• Lab: keeps track of post processing of the data and provides a record of how evidence has been 
interpreted
• Access: supports discovery and use of the objects for education, tourism, research
• Preservation: supports long term preservation and allows for re-use of the data
Metadata assure Authenticity, Historical Rigour, Scientific  (Intellectual) Trasparency, Training, IPR
Key principles of good metadata for 3D assets
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
3D-ICONS project: the Metadata Schema (CARARE 2)
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
3D-ICONS content includes:
•Heritage assets (monuments, buildings, landscapes and other real world objects) described in 
textual metadata with relations to places, events, thumbnails and other digital objects.
•Real world cultural objects (such as historic drawings and photographs, publications, archive 
materials) which provide sources of information about the heritage asset.
•Born-digital resources related to these objects, such as 3D models.
•Based on previous Metadata Standard (Carare) and Ontology (CIDOC-CRM, CIDOC-CRMdig)
http://www.3dicons-project.eu/eng/content/download/6569/50672/file/carare-v2.0.4.xsd
The 3D-ICONS schema is an update of the previous  CARARE. You can find it as CARARE 2 
Provenance
Paradata
3D-ICONOS
Digital Heritage – 29th October 2013
3D-ICONS project: the Metadata Schema
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Conceptually the 3D-ICONS record is 
focussed on a heritage asset and its 
relations to digital resources, activities 
and to collection information
Metadata Editor for metadata from scratch
Activity describes events or activities that the monument has 
taken part in:
Methods : the methods used in this specific activity, e.g. open area excavation, 
sample survey, augering, boring, stratigraphic, restoration, conservation, re-
pointing, photogrammetric survey etc. Use of a controlled vocabulary is 
recommended. (PROVENANCE)
Event type: general classification of the type of event or activity which took place, 
e.g. survey, archaeological excavation, digitization, rebuilding. Use of a controlled 
vocabulary is recommended. (PROVENANCE)
Workshop  on Metadata – Xanthi 27-28 June 2013
3D-ICONS project: the Metadata Schema
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To define the digitization process adopted to create the 3D final model we added some 
relations explaining the relations between the Heritage Asset, Digital Resource and 
the Activity. 
The properties reuse those from CIDOC-CRM and in particular from CRMdig
L1B.was_digitized_by – associates a Heritage Asset with an Activity. It is a sub-property 
of Was Present At.
L20F.has_created – associates an Activity to an Digital Resource. It is a sub-property of 
Was Present At.
L22F.created_derivative – defines the reuse of a Digital Resource, created by a 
digitization process, through multiple different processing phases. It is a sub-property of Is 
Derivative Of.
Workshop  on Metadata – Xanthi 27-28 June 2013
3D-ICONS project: the Metadata Schema
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19Workshop  on Metadata – Xanthi 27-28 June 2013
3D-ICONS project: the Metadata Schema
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
Activity ... (from raw data to final rendering) 
Consists of: this is a repeating group of elements which allows the specific activity 
(or activities) that took place during the overall Event to be described. 
Had General Purpose: this is a free text description of the general goal or purpose 
of an Activity. For example this could include practicing, preparing, monitoring, 
researching, designing, testing etc. (PARADATA)
Had Specific Purpose : a free text note describing the specific goal or purpose of 
this activity. For example, carrying out 3D data acquisition, restoration of a part of a 
building, completing a survey, constructing a building, etc. (PARADATA)
Workshop  on Metadata – Xanthi 27-28 June 2013
3D-ICONS project: the Metadata Schema
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CARARE 2.0 Schema
Workshop  on Metadata – Xanthi 27-28 June 2013
Activity Event Type Consists Of
Methods
Techniques
Had General   Purpose
Had Specific   Purpose
MaterialsConsists 
Of
Methods
Techniques
Had Specific   Purpose
Materials
Equipments
Equipments
Dissemination
Restoration
Documentation
3D-ICONS project: the Metadata Schema
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22Workshop  on Metadata – Xanthi 27-28 June 2013
Activity
Happened At
Was Present At
Spatial
Actors
Temporal
Occurred At
CARARE 2.0 Schema
URI
URI
URI
Linked Open Data
3D-ICONS project: the Metadata Schema
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Geonames
Pleiades
FOAF
VIAF
URI
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/search?f%5BDATA_PROVIDER%5D%5B%5D=CISA+-
Interdipartimental+Center+for+Archaeology&f%5BPROVIDER%5D%5B%5D=3D+ICONS&f%5BTYPE%5D%5B%5D=3D&locale=it&per_page=24&q=ercolano
3D-ICONS project: 3D models published on Europeana
A. D’Andrea – Saint Louis  - 5th February 2018
CARARE 2.0 has been 
mapped on EDM
3D-ICONS project: 3D models published on CISA repository
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LOD
AA
T
Pleiades
Geonames
3D-ICONS project: 3D models published on CISA repository
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http://3dicons.ceti.gr/index.p
h
3D-ICONS: the project repository
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http://3dicons.ceti.gr/index.php
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3D-ICONS: the project repository
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3D-ICONS: the project repository
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3D-ICONS: the project repository
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3D-ICONS: the project repository
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